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1: Microsoft Project Step by Step - PDF Book
For this MS Project tutorial, I will give you an idea of a sample project and its activities, with which we will learn the steps
required to create a project. You can (and it is recommended that you do) try out all the steps you learn here on your
own project after completing each lesson.

If the Gantt Chart Wizard is hidden in Microsoft Project you will need to add it to the ribbon by following
these steps. This adds a new section to that tab of your Microsoft Project ribbon. The new section will be listed
as New Group Custom. I called mine Visual Tools. In the column on the right highlight the new group you
created in step C I named mine Visuals Tools. Click OK to exit. Use the Gantt Chart Wizard to prepare your
visual for PowerPoint Click on the Gantt Chart Wizard button and the first styling option you get is to select
what type of Gantt information you want to display. For client and executive presentations keep project
visuals simple to understand by displaying only Standard information. The second step of the Gantt Chart
Wizard allows you to select text you want to display alongside your tasks bars. To keep my Gantt chart
uncomplicated I selected Dates. Further down in this Microsoft Project tutorial I show you how to add
additional information to any task. The final step of the Gantt Chart Wizard is to select whether you want to
display links between dependent tasks. I opted not to show these links in an effort to keep my Gantt chart as
easy to read as possible. Use the Format task bar feature to add detail From the Format tab, drop down the
Format control to change the appearance of your tasks. Here you can add and rearrange important elements to
your Gantt chart. Use the Copy Picture tool for selecting the task to display on your slide Now you need to
create an image you can paste into PowerPoint. Microsoft Project has a feature called the Copy Picture tool
which allows you to choose which tasks you want to show in your visual. This is useful for paring down
project tasks to the ones that are critical for your presentation. In the example below I selected all my
Summary Tasks rows. On the Task tab drop down the Copy button to find the Copy Picture control. Choose to
render image as a GIF file. Choose to Copy Selected Rows. Set your timescale and click OK. Browse to your
GIF and right click to open it with an editing tool like Paint, or click on it to open it in a browser. Copy your
image with a snipping tool or cropping tool and paste it onto your PowerPoint slide. The Project tutorial
demonstrated how to format your Gantt chart into a presentable image and how to paste it into PowerPoint as
a static visual. Read the section below to learn how to import your. PowerPoint is a visual application and
better suited for creating the type of visuals client and executive expect. Office Timeline is a PowerPoint
add-in that imports data directly from Microsoft Project and transforms it into rich visual Gantt charts
instantly. Since these charts are a native PowerPoint slides, they can be opened, shared, presented, updated or
edited by anyone who has PowerPoint. You will need to install Office Timeline Plus , which will add a
timeline maker tab to the PowerPoint ribbon image below. Click on Microsoft Project in the Import wizard
and select the mpp file you wish to load. You can choose to display some or all of the imported items. Mine
looked like this and it took less than a minute to make. Click the Sync button on the Office Timeline ribbon to
update your Gantt whenever the data changes in your Project file. The sync wizard will identify any changes
to the mpp file. Select the changes you want to accept and click Finish to update your Gantt chart. Your slide
can be updated in real-time. Below, I synchronized my Gantt chart with its linked MS Project file to add tasks
and milestones, and then I made some styling changes - for example, changing colors, shapes, and text
positions, and switching the timescale from months to weeks. All of this was instantly done using the Style
Pane.
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2: How to Manage Resources in Microsoft Project: Step By Step Tutorial on Resource Management
The quick way to learn Microsoft Project ! This is learning made easy. Get more done quickly with Project Jump in
wherever you need answers-brisk lessons and colorful screenshots show you exactly what to do, step by step.

Tweet It If you are managing a project that needs a detailed schedule, Microsoft Project is an excellent tool to
use. In this tutorial, I am going to show you the Microsoft Project basics to build a project schedule. What is
Microsoft Project? Microsoft Project is a desktop application you install on your computer. With Microsoft
Project, you can build and track project schedules. As you can imagine, there are essential features for the
beginner and more advanced features for broad and complex projects. Microsoft Project offers four core
features as shown in the following figure. Core Microsoft Project features Create tasks that represent the steps
to complete the project. Assign resources such as the people, materials, or equipment needed to deliver the
project. For this tutorial, I am going to show you how to create tasks and link them together using
constraint-based scheduling. Constraint-based scheduling You could probably use a spreadsheet to list out a
bunch of tasks and enter some dates. However, if you change the date of one task and want that to roll down
and adjust the dates of other tasks, you are getting into some complicated math and scripting. As you can see
in that previous figure, task 1 research models online starts before task 2 test drive cars at various dealers. This
task-linking feature alone is what makes Microsoft Project so compelling to project managers. Run and
configure Microsoft Project for the first time In this activity, you will configure settings based on my
recommendations. Given that this tutorial is just to get you started, I am not going to explain each one of these
settings, but rest assured these are generically the best practices that most project managers follow. Click the
File tab and then select the Options menu item. The project options dialog appears as shown in the figure
below. Select the Schedule item. Locate the scheduling options for this project section and then select the All
New Projects item from the pick list. Auto scheduled tasks scheduled on: Duration is entered in: Work is
entered in: New tasks are effort driven: Autolink inserted or moved tasks: Keep task on nearest working day
when changing to Automatically Scheduled mode: All other checkboxes in the scheduling options section:
The project options dialog with best practice scheduling options. Enable the project summary task A common
mistake people make in Microsoft Project is to create a task with the project name at the very top of their
project plan. Microsoft Project will do this for you automatically by displaying the project summary task.
Since the project summary task is not a default option, you need to enable it. Follow these steps to display the
project summary task at the top of your project: The project options dialog appears as shown in the following
figure. Locate the Display options for this project section and select All New projects from the pick list. Select
the Show project summary task. The project options dialog with the show project summary task option
selected. From now on, when you create a project, the project summary task will display task zero. Verify you
are ready to create a project At this point, you should be looking at an empty project plan. Follow these steps
to make sure Microsoft Project is ready, so you can create a project: The blank project should be open as
shown in the following figure the project name might be different for you. Verify you can view the project
summary task. Verify all new tasks are auto scheduled by viewing the status bar at the bottom-left side of the
application window. A new blank project with all the verification steps. Save your project Before you start
typing tasks, save your project: Add the tasks in the following figure: The list of tasks to add to your project.
Your project should look similar the following figure: The new project containing all the tasks. Estimate task
durations After you define the tasks in your project, you will estimate the durations. You can estimate
durations in seconds, minutes, days, weeks, months, quarters, and years. This way, it is easy for anyone to
scan the project without mistaking a 2m months for 2d days. You do not have to type out the duration
completely. The durations to enter for each task. Now your project plan should look something like the figure
below: Your project plan after entering durations. Link your tasks with predecessors At this point, your project
only shows a duration of 38 days. That is because all the tasks start on the same date, so Microsoft Project is
calculating the longest task 38 days. Follow the steps below to link all the tasks together and allow Microsoft
Project to figure out the start and end date for each task: Link all the tasks so Microsoft Project can calculate
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the start and finish date for your project. If you want to see the successors column, follow these steps: A list of
available fields appears. Your final project should look like the figure below: The final project with
predecessors. These are just the first steps in creating and managing a project schedule. Microsoft Project has
many more features, such as the ability to add resources, create milestones, build reports and much more. If
you find this article interesting and would like to learn more, let us know in the comments.
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3: MS Project Tutorial
This step-by-step timeline tutorial will show you how to make easy-to-follow high-level timelines using MS Project and
PowerPoint. Microsoft Project can automatically create a timeline out of your project's data, but the resulting visual is
often too crowded or complex to follow.

Getting Started in Twenty Minutes written by: Without getting into the finer details, this guide explains how to
start your first project in Microsoft Project with any version of the software. Once you have an idea of the
tasks, you can jump in To begin learning how to start a project in Microsoft Project, this tutorial lesson, as
well as the ones that follow, are written assuming the reader need not have any prior experience with any
project management software. For that matter, you only need to know two things to start creating your first
project using Microsoft Project application: The guide is written in such a way that it does not matter whether
you have Microsoft Office Project , , or Microsoft Project , or any earlier version up to Project 98 installed on
your computer. The limitations of the older versions, if any, and the new features of the newer versions will be
dealt with, as necessary and relevant to the tutorial. For this MS Project tutorial, I will give you an idea of a
sample project and its activities, with which we will learn the steps required to create a project. You can and it
is recommended that you do try out all the steps you learn here on your own project after completing each
lesson. When you are finished with this lesson, be sure to check out some of the other Microsoft Project
tutorials available at Bright Hub. The major activities involved, as you can realize, will be fixing a suitable
date with the artist, identifying and finalizing terms with one of the local auditoriums, coordinating with the
media and placing advertisements for the event, getting tickets printed and selling tickets. How can you plan
all these activities on a calendar, using Microsoft Project? Here are the steps: Open the Microsoft Project
software on your computer In most cases, you may have the application icon on your desktop, which you can
double-click to start the application. You should see the opening screen of Microsoft Project. Click any image
in this tutorial to see a larger view. In case you can see a blue Guide pane to the left of the "Gantt Chart"
divider, as shown in the figure to the left here, please close this blue pane by clicking on the X at the top right
of the blue pane. That way you will increase the visible workspace for entering data in our Sample project.
Once the Guide pane is closed, your screen will appear as shown in the figure to the right here, with only two
panes - the Task pane and the Calendar pane to its right. Enter Tasks and Duration Now you can start entering
the data in the Task pane for our Sample project. For the moment, ignore the first column in the Task pane,
and enter the data only under Task Name and Duration columns. The tasks and the durations you need to enter
are as follows the default unit for duration is "days," and therefore you only need to enter the numeric part:
Call up Artists - 5 days Finalize Artist and performance date - 2 days As you enter the task duration, you can
see a Blue bar appearing on the right, graphically indicating the duration. This is the task bar, and the
collection of these bars is called the Gantt chart. We will worry about this later. For now, keep entering the
further tasks: Call auditoriums and check date availability - 6 days Negotiate with auditorium - 3 days
Confirm auditorium and pay in advance - 2 days Book advertisement slots in media - 21 days.
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4: Azure DevOps Project Documentation - Quickstarts and Tutorials | Microsoft Docs
Microsoft Project is a powerful tool for creating and managing www.enganchecubano.comoft Project Step by Step offers
a comprehensive look at the features of Project that most people will use most frequently.

Please check your inbox for download link and tips to get started. On this page, I will show you two options
for turning MS Project data into a clean, easy-to-understand timeline fit for presentations to high-level
audiences. Which tutorial would you like to see? Making a timeline in PowerPoint takes: From here, tick the
Timeline checkbox you can see in the Split View group. Microsoft Project will add a blank timeline on top of
your Gantt Chart View. Click on the small down arrow on the Task Name header in your project table. From
the menu that pops up, go to Group by and select Milestones. Microsoft Project will automatically separate
your milestones from the tasks and move them all high up in the sheet so you can identify them instantly.
Microsoft project will instantly add the selected data to your timeline. Now, if you wish to add extra
milestones to the graphic, you can do it at any time either from the project table following the steps described
earlier, or by using the Timeline Tools. Here, from the Insert group, you can use the Existing Tasks button to
add milestones you already have in your spreadsheet, or click on the small Diamond icon to create a new
milestone. You may also want to remove items from the graphic if your timeline gets too crowded or if your
plans change. To do so, select the milestone you wish to take out and, in the Timeline Tools Format tab, click
on Remove from Timeline. If you have overlapping milestone labels like I did, you can reposition them higher
or lower on the timeline to make room for all texts. From your graphic, simply select the label you wish to
move and drag it to the desired position. Now, to make the timeline more eye-pleasing, you can customize all
texts on the graphic. A dialogue box will pop up, allowing you to easily change text fonts, colors, styles, and
sizes. You can choose to apply the same formatting to all items on the graphic, or to customize only particular
groups, such as Milestone Dates, Timescale text, or the Today Label. Microsoft Project also lets you
customize individual items on the timeline, which can help you diversify your graphic or draw attention to
important data. Simply select the desired item and change the formatting using the buttons that appear in the
Font group of the Timeline Tools Format tab. For instance, you can recolor a text using the Font Color button
and change the color of the timeline bar or that of a milestone diamond by clicking the small Paint Bucket
icon. While this does provide opportunities for further editing, it also means that the objects and overall layout
can get distorted if you try to resize the graphic after pasting it into another document. If the graphic is too
wide to fit a slide or email message properly, you can avoid any distortions by resizing the MS Project
window before clicking Copy Timeline. Download the pre-built Microsoft Project timeline file.
5: Tutorial: Build a simple project plan with Microsoft Project
Download Free Microsoft Project Step by Step Contents Introduction Who this book is for The Step by Step approach
Download the practice files.

6: Project connection to Project Server Step by step guide
MS Project, the project management software program by Microsoft, is a very handy tool for project managers that helps
them develop a schedule, assign resources to tasks, track the progress, manage the budget, and analyze workloads for
an ongoing project.

7: MS Project Settings
This Microsoft Project Tutorial provides step-by-step instructions for getting MS Project Gantt charts into PowerPoint. It
is common to present project plans, proposals and project reviews to clients and executives in PowerPoint.
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8: Lesson 1: Create a Project and Basic Package with SSIS | Microsoft Docs
Our step-by-step guide to MS Project 16 shows you how to create a timeline, assign resources, and get started with MS
Project A project plan is an essential part of any project manager's toolkit. While it can be tempting to get started on
completing tasks as soon as possible, taking the time to map out your strategy can help you save money.

9: MS Project Tutorial: How To Start a Project in Microsoft Project:
Microsoft Project online training - Step by Step Microsoft Project 5 Steps to Rapidly Implement Microsoft #Office Project
Microsoft Project Tutorial | MS Project Online.
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